
 

 

   Installation instructions CL60061                  

Electronic welding light CL60061 
 
Dear Customer, 
 
This welding light was specially developed for large tracks (from track 0 upwards). However, 
it can also be used for small tracks (H0, N). 
 
Our module is ideal for the Preiser welding figures (PR45075 +  PR45076). Thanks to a 
stabilised power supply, the module simulates an even flickering of the light bulb across the 
entire power supply range. This creates the impression of real welding going on. The 
necessary blue bulb is included. 
 
Packing contents: Technical data: 

 
1 circuit board with installation 
instructions  

Supply with d.c., a.c., and digital voltage possible! 

and 1 blue light bulb Input: 12-22 volt = (d.c. voltage) 
                  0-18 volt ~ (a.c. voltage)                

 
Note: 
 
Be sure to read the following description carefully before beginning with the assembly. 
Please note that there must not be any other lightbulbs connected to the module!  Save the 
installation instruction. This product is not for children under 14 years of age. This product 
has small parts, sharp parts and moving parts. 
 
Modification/installation: 
 
Connect the module as per the enclosed drawing. On the module, you will see what is known 
as a small red “jumper”. You can choose between two flickering times (short or long) by 
plugging this red “jumper” into the other socket.  
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Should you discover a fault despite our careful final inspection, please return this article to 
your dealer with a description of the fault and your receipt, or send the module directly to us. 
The article is sent back at your own expense!  
Further information on our products is provdided on the Internet on http://www.champex-
linden.de.   
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